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Recently, Peltzer and Brandstatter (PB) have claimed [l] (hereafter 
referred to as V) to give a solution to the N-representability problem. Their 
results do not agree with those of Smith [2], Ruskai [3-51, or others [7,9, 121. 
We show that one can construct explicit counterexamples to two of their 
theorems. 
In Theorem 2, PB claim to give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
3-representability which are weaker than those of Smith [2]. The following 
example shows that their conditions are, in fact, not sufficient. Let A, ... A, 
be the (nondegenerate) eigenvalues of a 2-matrix (second order gdo) with 
corresponding (normalized) natural spin geminals (NSG): 
vl = 1(h~py2 1 ~241 + eta l(h,/w2 I [351, 
v2 = I(~,/X,)~'" I [141 + eis l(4i/W2 I [361, 
(p3 = I(&/&,)1/2 I [151 + eiv l(4JX3Y2 I E261, 
(P4 = WI, 
v5 = c1319 
4~~ = [231, 
where [zj] denotes the Slater determinant formed from natural spin orbitals 
(NSO) fi and fi . It is easy to check that hi satisfying the normalization con- 
ditions exist and that all of PB’s conditions (2)-(5) are satisfied. However, 
this 2-matrix is not N-representable unless 01 - fi + y = 0. 
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The duality theorem [6, 71, which PB use, does not actually give their (3), 
but rather 
(hi)1’2 (& = -(XJ1’2 (& = (XJ1’2 (2ij . c*> 
Whenever PB’s (3) is satisfied, (*) gives a set of equations for 0% , where 
(Xi)‘/2 = t?i /(A,)‘/2 I. 0 ne easily checks that in the above example the equations 
for 0, have a solution if and only if OL - p + y = 0. 
In Theorem 6, PB claim that the following conditions are sufficient for 
(pure) N-representability+ 
(a) The corresponding l-matrix is diagonal (Lemma 1). 
(b) The diagonal N-representability conditions of [8] (IV) are satisfied. 
(c) An additional rank constraint (39)-(42) is satisfied. 
These conditions are quite different from those of Ruskai [3-51. Furthermore, 
it can easily be shown that the manner in which their conditions are expressed 
contradicts Coleman and Pegis’ result [7,9] that the solution can be expressed 
in terms of a set of parameters which are invariant under unitary transforma- 
tions of the l-particle basis. Also, it can be shown (see [lo, Theorem 1.5; 11, 
Theorem 1.11) that, if PB’s results were true, the pure and ensemble N-repre- 
sentability problems would be equivalent whenever their rank constraints 
(39)-(42) are satisfied. We now show how to construct a counterexample to 
this theorem. 
Since one can always write a 2-matrix in its NSO basis, (a) is not really 
a restriction at all. Thus, PB claim that in a NSO basis, no conditions on the 
off-diagonal elements of the 2-matrix are necessary. But this is false, even for 
ensemble N-representability. For example, positivity of the Q- and G-matrices 
[5, 121 involves off-diagonal elements even in the NSO basis. To be more 
precise, decompose P (the 2-matrix) and Q (the hole-matrix) into their 
diagonal and off-diagonal parts as p + B and Q + B, noting that in NSO 
basis the off-diagonal part is the same for both. Now P + hB will satisfy 
PB’s conditions whenever P + B does, but by appropriate choice of h one 
1 In what follows, we assume that the 2-matrix is written in a Slater basis, i.e., as 
Although this is implicit in PB’s work (and explicit in IV), they also discuss the NSG 
basis. To make the connection explicit, we need only note that 
In paper IV, do, = di,, whenever K corresponds to the ordered pair (&I?. 
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can make Q + XB nonpositive .2 Since all conditions for ensemble N-repre- 
sentability are also necessary for pure N-representability, the theorem is 
clearly false. 
We believe PB’s error lies in their use of the implicit function theorem. 
Because their proof in V is sketchy and similar to the more detailed proof 
in an earlier paper, namely Theorem 2 of [13] (III), we first analyze this proof 
in detail and then return to the proof in V. Before doing this we remark that 
their diagonal conditions in IV must also be regarded with some skepticism, 
as they contradict those of Yoseloff [ 111. 
The proof of Theorem 2 of III consists of three parts: 
(A) Existence of solutions to (18). 
(B) Existence of solutions to (19). The Eqs. (19) are identical to those 
obtained in the ensemble N-representability problem, and the existence of 
solutions when Xi < l/N is a well known result [7, 141. 
(C) Compatibility of (18) and (19). They claim to prove compatibility 
by the implicit function theorem, but two points are uncIear. First, the reason 
given for assuming that the functional determinant is nonzero is inadequate.3 
But the more important point is that no reason is given as to why repeated 
continuations should fill up the region 0 < h, < l/N, or why the continuation 
stops when Xi = l/N. Therefore, the proof seems insufficient. 
The question of the validity of Theorem 2 of III is more difficult because 
PB explicitly exclude all the easy cases in their statement of the theorem.* 
We have already pointed out that they never seem to use these “excluded 
conditions” in the proof. We now note that this (i.e., excluding special cases) 
is not the sort of solution we expect. We expect a general set of conditions 
a One might wonder whether this argument is invalid because P + hB is also 
nonpositive, or violates PB’s rank constraint. In fact, this can happen in special cases, 
hut it is easy to construct examples in which P + M3 is positive, all rank-parameters 
are unchanged, and 0 + XB is nonpositive for X in some finite interval. By particle-hole 
duality [5], we can actually see that about half of all 2-matrices fall in the latter category. 
s Although this seems probable in general, it is clearly false in the limiting cases, 
and a proof is needed. 
* We can, in fact, obtain an indirect counterexample from Borland’s work [15]. 
If N = 3, R = 6 the wave function has a special form, consisting of only eight Slater 
determinants, and the (ordered) eigenvalues of the l-matrix satisfy 
A, + As = A* + A, = A, + A, = * . M) 
Restricting ourselves to functions of this form and l-matrices satisfying (#), we can 
reduce the N-representability problem to one of seven equations in eight unknowns. 
Applying PB’s analysis, we would then conclude that no additional conditions are 
necessary. However, it has been shown [15] that the following condition is also 
necessary, Xi + h, Q X, + $. 
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which can only be satisfied if the appropriate special conditions are satisfied 
when, e.g., h, = l/N. In the preliminary results of Borland [15], this is 
exactly what occurs.5 
We can now compare V and III. The proof in V also consists of 3 parts: 
(A) Existence of solutions to the off-diagonal equations; 
(B) Existence of solutions to the diagonal equations; 
(C) Compatibility of the two solutions. 
Clearly, each of the three conditions of Theorem 6 corresponds to a part 
of the proof. The rank constraint (c) merely excludes those cases in which 
compatibility is obviously violated, and is analogous to the conditions 
hS # l/N, R 3 N + 3, N > 3 in III. However, as in III, the compatibility 
argument is still inadequate. Thus we conclude that PB’s errors result from a 
misuse of the implicit function theorem. 
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